Picture Poem
So much depends
Upon
A vast windy
Beach
Bathed in warm
Sun
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Touching the ocean with it’s
Tip.

Join the April Poetry Competition
April is National Poetry Month and Dexter
McCarty is celebrating with our own Student
Poetry Contest. Final results will be shared
in a special edition of the Hornet’s Buzz near
the beginning of May.
You can submit your poems (each student
may submit a maximum of two poems) to
Mr. Hickman in room 2 (or share them via
Email). Deadline is Wednesday, April 24th.
The authors of the most impressive poetry
will win a prize!
Any form of poetry may be submitted. If
you have questions come see Mr. Hickman.
Until the competition is over, enjoy these
examples of different poetry submitted by
the Journalism class.

Upcoming Events Every Student
Should Know…
●

Wednesday, April 17, 6pm – 9pm,
McCarty Night Out @ Spinella's
on Main Street

●

Thursday April 18 - Track Meet at
DMMS, 4:15PM
Thursday April 23 - 7th Grade
AVID to PSU Field Trip
Thursday, April 25th - Track Meet
at DMMS, 4:15PM

●
●

Clerihew Poems by Alex Tufisi
Tik Tok
Sounds like a clock
At least a clock tells the time
While Tik Tok at best is just fine.
Logan and Jake Paul
Don’t want to fall
Considering their fan’s age
It’s their only way to make a wage.
Lil’ Peep
Ever so cheap
All he does is beep beep
Into media he will seep
As generic as a sheep
Poem by Ben Slawik

Roses are red
Ready for poetry
A challenge awaits
For your own fates

Exotic (or Wacky) Sports

They’re a lot more interesting than Football
Ben Slawik - Journalism 2019

So you like Football? Well… You’ll
find that a lot less interesting if you
see this sport.
Wife Carrying, a sport where you
can carry your w- Oh wait a second, no.
It’s not your actual wife, it’s just a
‘teammate’. Wow, okay. So anyway, in
this sport. You grab a female teammate,
and you race other male competitors that
also have female teammates that they
have to carry. It’s simple, but the
concept of this is too much to even
understand with your simple mind.

Where in McCarty?
By: Hannah Fransen
Hey Hornets! How’d the searching go? Well, this week
we’ve hidden more Stinger Stock around Gresham! In
case you’re curious, last week’s Stinger Stock was
peeping out from behind the Hornet Sign in the main
display case at the entrance of the school! Now, the
location of this week’s Stinger Stock is hiding in this
picture! Have fun searching!

Next up, is Chess Boxing, never
heard of this before? Well now you have.
Chess Boxing is a sport where you have a
boxing tournament, but you also play
Chess at the same time. So what the
Boxers do is they box for a bit,
obviously. Then, once a round’s over.
They get a table into the ring, and they
play Chess. Then… That’s about it
really.

Buzkashi?!
By Kayla Wilson

Have you ever heard of Buzkashi?

Watch for Track Team Updates
In Our Next Issue!

The word Buzkashi is Persian and
when translated to English it literally
means, “goat pulling”. It’s a sport played
in Central Asia in which people get up on
horses and then attempt to get a goat or
calf carcass (dead body) in a goal. There
are similar sports called kokpar, kupkari
and ulak tartysh, in Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan. And are known as kökbörü
and gökbörü in Turkey. I don’t know what
you will do with this information, but
there you go...

